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Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a gothic novella by Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson, first published in
The work is also known as The.

Only on one point were they agreed; and that was the haunting sense of unexpressed deformity with which the
fugitive impressed his beholders. Never heard of him. After a while, Robert called her back into the bedroom
and pointed to a pile of ashes: he had burnt the manuscript in fear that he would try to salvage it, and in the
process forced himself to start again from nothing, writing an allegorical story as she had suggested. Presently
after, he sat on one side of his own hearth, with Mr. When he read the final draft to his wife, Fanny, her
reaction was not what he expected. A dismal screech, as of mere animal terror, rang from the cabinet. Utterson
again walked some way in silence and obviously under a weight of consideration. Richard Enfield[ edit ]
Richard Enfield is Utterson's cousin and is a well known "man about town. I was a good deal surprised by this;
for we were by no means in the habit of correspondence; I had seen the man, dined with him, indeed, the night
before; and I could imagine nothing in our intercourse that should justify formality of registration. Hyde,
Stevenson suggested that the human propensities for good and evil are not necessarily present in equal
measure. In Lanyon's presence, Hyde mixed the chemicals, drank the serum, and transformed into Jekyll. As a
result, they later go and investigate in Jekyll's house, but cannot find him; they later enter a house where Hyde
has been living and find the other half of the stick in one of Hyde's rooms. The murderer was gone long ago;
but there lay his victim in the middle of the lane, incredibly mangled. Enfield assumes that Hyde is
blackmailing that man, whom Utterson knows to be his client Jekyll. It explains how Jekyll, seeking to
separate his good side from his darker impulses, discovered a way to transform himself periodically into a
deformed monster free of conscienceâ€”Mr. The inhabitants were all doing well, it seemed and all emulously
hoping to do better still, and laying out the surplus of their grains in coquetry; so that the shop fronts stood
along that thoroughfare with an air of invitation, like rows of smiling saleswomen. Hyde, furious at having
been caged for so long, killed Carew. But he was quite easy and sneering. It is a question of weeks. Before his
death, Lanyon gives Utterson a letter to be opened after Jekyll's death or disappearance.


